Case Study 3

Build a Web Site, Part 3

Overview section
This lab will help a student identify the type of design process, methodology, budget, and timeline that is required for their project.

Objectives section
At the end of this lab you should provide deliverables that include:

?? Which design process will be used to develop their Web site and explain why
?? The methodology to be used and explain why
?? The budget and timeline for the project

Components Section
The components needed for this lab are:

?? A PC connected to the internet

Key Point

Lab Length: 2 Hours
Lab
1. First you will need to decide what design process to use. If you remember from your reading there are nine processes that you can choose from. These are milestone-driven, versioned, incremental, use case driven, architecture centric, user centric, standards based, documented, and growth oriented. Choose the process that will best fit your site and write a brief deliverable explaining why you will use the design process you chose.

2. Second you will need to decide what methodology to use. Methodology and process go hand-in-hand, and there are three major combinations of methodology and process; internally developed process and methodology, internal methodology and external process, and purchased methodology. Select the methodology that best fits your site and write a short deliverable that explains why you will use that methodology.

3. The final task for this lab is to develop a timeline and budget for your site. Develop a deliverable that explains your estimated timeline and budget and why you believe your site will follow that budget and timeline.

4. Email your answers/conclusions to jrobinson@westnetinc.com.